DCM Catering Menu
Call (919) 973-1707 ex. 106
or email deli@durham.coop
to place an order.

All orders require 72 hours advance notice

Breakfast
Breakfast Pastry Tray

Croissants, muffins, danish, scones,
& quickbreads
serves 6-10
$16.99
serves 11-15 $29.99
serves 16-20 $39.99

Bagel Platters

sliced bagels with cream cheese and
veggies
serves 10
$24.99

Quiche

artichoke & sundried tomatoes,
garden vegetable, or spinach with
feta & tomatoes
serves 8-10
$19.99
Ham, scallion & emmenthal
serves 8-10
$24.99

Coffee!!

Salads and Sides

Party Platters
Fruit Tray

an array of fresh fruit
serves 6-10
$23.99
serves 11-15 $29.99
serves 16-20 $36.99

Cheese & Fruit Tray

fresh fruit and a selection of
cheeses
serves 16-20 $44.99

Veggies & Dip Tray

a colorful selection of veggies,
hummus, & dips
serves 6-10
$16.99
serves 10-15 $24.99

Spanikopita

spinach & feta cheese filling in
phyllo pastry
			$24.99/dz

Mediterranean Platter

Traditional hummus, tabouli, pasta
salad, stuffed grape leaves, & pita
wedges
serves 10-12 $29.99

A fresh brewed urn of coffee, plus
cups and condiments
serves 8-12
$24.99

Antipasti Platter

sliced salami and ham, provolone,
roasted red peppers, and artichoke
hearts
serves 10-12 $39.99

Pita & Hummus Platters

locally baked pita wedges paired
with hummus
serves 6-10
$11.99
serves 10-15 $15.99

Cold Cuts Platters

sliced ham, turkey, vegan “turkey”
and cheese, plus lettuce, tomatoes,
and condiments. Ready to make
your own sandwiches.
serves 6-10
$19.99
serves 12-15 $24.99
serves 15-20 $29.99

Finger Sandwich Platters

a selection of quarter sandwiches.
ham, turkey, or vegetarian with
lettuce, tomatoes, and cheese
serves 6-10
$24.99
serves 10-15 $29.99
serves 15-20 $34.99

Lots of Other Options
We can accomodate a wide range of lunch and dinner needs. Call us to discuss heat and serve
buffet meals, simple or gourmet box lunches, and packed picnics.
And if you are looking for a meal made from local, seasonal ingredients, we’d be excited to help!
Prices vary. Just ask and we’ll make a plan!

Garden Salad

lettuce and mixed veggies.
serves 6-10
$14.99
serves 10-15 $19.99

Pasta Salad

penne with mixed vegetables and a
zesty dressing.
serves 6-10
$14.99
serves 10-15 $19.99

Potato Salad

potatoes in a creamy, zesty dressing.
serves 6-10
$14.99
serves 10-15 $19.99

Rolls

Fresh baked dinner or sandwich
rolls.
dinner rolls
$8.99/dz
sandwich rolls $9.99/dz

Desserts
Cookie Tray...................$13.99
20 mini cookies

Cookies...................$12.99/dz
Brownies & Bars

an assortment of 20 finger-sized
wedges of brownies, lemon bars, &
Carrboro bars...................$19.99

